BLK RENOVATIONS

UNPRETENTIOUS LUXURY
PRACTICAL AND GRACEFUL BATHROOMS

BLK Renovations specialises in all types of bathrooms, from simple and straightforward to complex custom designs.
With the help of the company’s qualified interior designer Michelle Crockford, BLK Renovations can help you plan your
project, regardless of whether you desire a highly contemporary design or an authentic period-style room.
For this renovation, the clients wanted a bathroom that embodied opulence, but they were determined that the space
should not be ostentatious. Shane Taylor, BLK Renovations’ owner and builder, and Michelle Crockford, designed the
renovation with this in mind.
In addition to wanting a stylish addition to their art deco home, the clients needed the space to be practical for
their children to use. To fulfil their aesthetic requests, BLK Renovations incorporated traditional elements into
the design, and to ensure practicality, a lot of thought went into the finer details. The selected fittings and fixtures
give the bathroom a classic appeal, while the frameless walk-in shower with a dual shower head creates a feeling
of spaciousness.
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A large bath was installed, and there is now much more cupboard space than was available in the previous bathroom.
Some parts of the original bathroom – the light fittings and the window – were kept and have blended perfectly with
the renovation. Challenges were faced in the building process, particularly when BLK Renovations had to contend with
solid brick walls, a concrete floor and second floor draining, but these issues were accommodated and overcome.
With porcelain tiles, a CaesarStone vanity top in Ice Snow, Polytec melamine doors in Café Cream Sheen, custom
formula paint and a stunning White Stone Axa basin, the room strikes the perfect balance between lavishness and
modesty – it stands out from the crowd without being over-the-top.
BLK Renovations works throughout metropolitan Melbourne and undertakes between 30 and 40 projects each year.
Shane Taylor began the company 11 years ago and had 20 years of experience prior to establishing the business. BLK
Renovations also works on kitchens, laundries, entertainment areas and extensions.
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